
DEAR VALUABLE RA SKIN CARE USER,

We want to start by thanking you for your continued love and support of RA Skin Care. 

This quick note is to help you understand our final phase of rebranding.

Phase II of our rebranding launched in June 2021. Our focus with this phase was to update the product 

names to reflect how that product impacts specific skin concerns/brand it is in and reduce the confusion of 

seeing multiple products with the same name. The other focus was to bring more color variation with each 

brand, helping you to begin to identify a “building & strengthening” product vs. a “corrective” formula. 

We want to re-assure you that our formulations 

have not changed. When we begin formulation, it 

starts with a purpose to address a specific need. 

As the formula is finalized and used (in many 

cases), we find benefits for other skin concerns. 

Hence, having one formula that works for multiple 

skin concerns. Our goal was to re-name those 

formulas to line up with each brand. 

 

We understand change can certainly be 

challenging especially in the beginning. Please rest assured we maintain the integrity and results you 

have come to love and expect for our formulations. We feel that as you continue to see more of our 

rebranded names and learn the why behind the name, it will spark interest! Providing an opportunity to 

ask your skin care professional questions and hopefully introduce you to a new product that you may 

not previously had thought of trying but could make a huge difference in your results. 

Thank you for your continued patience and support,

Shannon Esau, CEO

Pro Youth -10 Bio 53 Matrix, formerly 

known as Growth Factor Serum. Did 

you know that the growth factor found 

in this product contains 53 essential 

amino acids that are responsible for 

biological responses including the 

increase of collagen and elastin? 

This is a powerhouse formula to 

strengthen and slow skin aging! We 

love this name and feel like as you 

learn more about the formula and why 

it is vital to slow down skin aging – you 

and your skin will have more success!
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